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A toy library within reach of every

community within South Africa

Creating a strong network of toy libraries

in South Africa to facilitate a gateway of

learning through play

Innovative 

Integrity

Influencer 

Accountable 

Learning 

Playful

Vision

Mission

Values



13 062 835 tests completed
1 973 972 positive cases
1 748 042 recoveries
60 647 deaths
3 026 636 vaccinations

Participation in the Vangasali campaign aimed at creating a database of registered and
unregistered ECD programmes
The ECD Real Reform campaign lobbied to ensure substantial and meaningful changes
are made to the Children’s Act. TLASA supported the campaign.
Submission to parliament pleading that the Children’s Amendment Bill take note of toy
libraries and that the legislation be amended to include norms and standards not only for
ECD centres but also for non-centre based programmes such as toy libraries. TLASA was
invited to present its position at the oral hearings held by parliament in June.

By 30 June 2021, the country was battling the 3rd wave of the Covid-19 pandemic. The
statistics provided by the COVID-19 South African Online Portal
(https://sacoronavirus.co.za/2021/06/30/update-on-covid-19-30-june-2021/) are as follows:

The period under review saw unprecedented times with national lockdowns ranging from
level 5 to level 1, mask wearing, social distancing, hand washing and sanitisation became
the norm. Major disruptions occurred across the entire economy. Toy libraries had to close
from March 2020 to September 2020. To re-open strict protocols had to be adhered to.
Regrettably, many toy libraries struggled to re-open, and where toy libraries did re-open
membership numbers, mostly comprising of ECD centres, dwindled dramatically. 

However, despite the pandemic TLASA was able to continue serving our 20 members. TLASA
had the opportunity to participate in the following advocacy campaigns:

We pivoted our operations to working online using Google Meet. This opened up
opportunities to hold webinars and a virtual conference. We also revised the Constitution to
ensure effective governance of TLASA.
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The years 2020 and 2021 will forever be noted in the
history books of the world as the entire world was
impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic reared
its head in Wuhan, China in December 2019, swept
through Europe and by March 2020 the first Covid-19 case
was identified in South Africa. The coronavirus Covid-19
pandemic caused major disruption to the lives of every
South African.

Chairperson's report



TLASA is managed by a seven-member committee that met four times during the past year.
I wish to thank every board member for their voluntary work to promote toy libraries and
TLASA. A special word of appreciation to Vanessa Mentor for her role as treasurer.
Vanessa’s enormous workload resulted in her resigning from the committee. The committee
members for the period 2020 to 2021 is outlined below. 

Chairperson

Vice-chairperson

Treasurer

Secretary

Marketing & communications

Membership: July '20-Oct '20

     Nov '20 - Jun '21

World Play Day Coordinator

Dr Monica Stach

Bertha Magoge

Vanessa Mentor

Venessa T'Hart

Annika Savage

Pauline Turusida

Melody Nyathi

Avrille Gork

Cotlands

ACFS

Afrika Tikkun

Cotlands

Hayward Occupational Therapy

Cotlands

Cotlands

Educational Toy Centre

NAME

The work of the committee is guided by our six strategic goals. Our performance against
these goals are outlined in Addendum 1. 

In conclusion, I wish to announce that I am stepping down as Chairperson of TLASA. I have
been caretaking, nurturing and strengthening TLASA since 2012. I am proud that it is a
registered entity with a sound bank balance and adequate governance for it to be handed
to the next generation of leaders in the toy library world. I commit to handing over and
supporting the incoming chairperson. I will also remain in an oversight position as an ex-
officio member. I wish the incoming committee everything of the best as they take TLASA to
the next level. 

I will forever remain a devoted advocate for TLASA and toy libraries.

Toy library greetings

Dr Monica Stach
Chairperson
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PORTFOLIO ORGANISATION
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Treasurer's report
TLASA’s income and expenditure report for the period July 2020 to June 2021 is detailed
on the next page. We have summarised the information below.

Conference income

Donations received

Membership fees in

TOTAL REVENUE

Revenue
6 829

100 000

8 425

 

115 254

AGM costs

Bank charges

Conference cost

Training sponsorships

Membership fees (ITLA)

Travel & accommodation

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

Expenditure
1 789

7 994

(10 000)

85 218

2 632

(4 267)

 

83 367

BALANCE OF BANK STATEMENT 48 653
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What are the critical skills essential for the 21st century skills?

The role of the Toy Libraries in the 4IR

The importance of Coding in the Toy Library 

Despite the challenges being experienced all over the world and in South Africa in

particular due to the COVID 19 pandemic, TLASA was letting anything stop the annual

conference from taking place. 

The TLASA committee was determined to ensure that the provision of early learning

and stimulation through play remained topical, even in a Covid-19 pandemic . We

therefore organised a virtual conference for all our members across South Africa. 

Who attended?

We had 51 delegates from 5 countries attending the inaugural virtual conference,

which was jam packed with exciting and stimulating topics relevant for toy libraries of

the fourth industrial revolution. 

The following were some of the discussions that we had over the virtual platform: 

Speakers & the Key take-home messages

The opening and main presentation was given by Dr. Monica Stach. The key message

was the realisation that Toy Libraries are the future for ECD and communities. Toy

Libraries offer opportunities to create equal opportunities for the marginalised

children and their communities as they can offer a truly transformational process so

urgently needed in South Africa today. 

Another key speaker was Annika Savage who delved into the Breadth of skills that are

fostered through Toy Libraries. She explored the top ten toys for stimulating the

breadth of 21st century skills and how toy librarians should strive at a minimum to

have these in their service offering. An important message in this presentation was to

understand how play stimulates creativity and how creativity is a key ingredient for

success in toy libraries. 
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National Toy Library Conference 2020
Toy libraries for the 4th Industrial Revolution

Conference report by Bertha Magoge (Vice-chairperson)



Through the exploration of the toys, we realised that learning through play can

happen anywhere, anytime, with anything. And that creativity in actually a dynamic

process which play ambassadors and toy librarians should lean into in order to

develop and embrace the creativity. Empowered toy librarians will utilise any

opportunity to enhance learning.

The relevance of Toy Libraries in the 4th industrial revolution

The conference also featured a guest speaker – Brent Hutcheson, from Care for

Education, who really spoke to the core of the conference by emphasising that is it

important to get the basics right when it comes to preparing children for the future.

He also encouraged all the toy librarians to believe in the power of what we are doing

in our toy libraries today. 

It was very refreshing to hear the affirmation that low-tech experiences are important

and valuable and are indeed the basis upon which the relevance of 4IR compliant Toy

libraries can be built. 

We played a lot virtually and understood basic coding games that provide the

foundation for future digital enhancement in our toy libraries. 

“Toy Librarians are part of creating the digital future”
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We have 20 active members.

We did not receive any membership applications in 2020.

The TLASA membership has moved online since the beginning of 2021, this

streamlines the process of capturing membership data on our side and allows

for easy access to members-only pages on our website.

The hosting of online webinars by TLASA in March 2021 and May 2021 has

showed a positive impact on the membership, these webinars have brought the

members together to continue sharing different ideas.

The TLASA membership coordinator is planning to do virtual tours with

members in the upcoming year.
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Membership
 Membership report by Melody Nyathi, Membership and Programme Manager

Individual Person/Toy library

Small organisation 

(representing <10 Toy libraries)

Large organisation 

(representing 10+ Toy libraries)

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY FEE

R250

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

R600

 

R800

15

3

2

TOTAL 20

INDIVIDUAL TOY LIBRARY
Afrika Tikkun, GP
Arcadia Home for the Aged, KZN
Care2Play, GP
Gabriella Ramokgopa Nursery School
and After Care, GP
Gorutha Centre, LP
Luvuyo centre for ECD and care, GP
Ntataise Lowveld, MP
Penreach, MP
Play for all toy library, EC
Slovo centre of excellence, GP

MEMBERSHIP LIST (as at 30 June 2021) WITH PROVINCES

INDIVIDUAL PERSON
Annika Savage, MP
Avrille Gork, GP
Edna Sym, WC
Natasha Taljaard-Roux, GP
Ronelle van Vollenhoven, NW

SMALL ORGANISATION
Cotlands, GP, KZN, MP & WC
One Stop Centre, GP
Sunshine centre association, GP

LARGE ORGANISATION
LETCEE, KZN
TREE, KZN
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After being forced to play at home due to Covid

last year, toy libraries, schools, and other

organisations came out in full force to celebrate

World Play Day this year. We proudly share some

highlights from the day with you.

World Play Day 2021: 
Play is healthy

= 10 children

= 10 adults

South African Statistics

3533 children

274 adults

28 people with
disabilities

Although we know WPD was celebrated by more people, these were the

organisations that submitted their statistics for World Play Day 2021.

Cotlands 

CLING in the Vaal

KwaMbonambi Library

Langenhoven library, Somerset East 

LETCEE

Neo Preschool

One Stop Toy Library

Penreach

Roots to Wings Boutique Preschool

Slovo Centre of Excellence

Uzwelo Home



While some TLASA committee members attended ITLA's online play session, others

were able to participate in active play on World Play Day. TLASA partnered with one

of our members, Cotlands' Mkhondo Toy Library, to celebrate WPD at Uzwelo Home.

This children's home houses 46 children between the ages of 2 and 19 years old, with

the majority of children being teenagers. 

The older children took part in a Minute-to-win-it tournament facilitated by the TLASA

team. The tournament consisted of two rounds, each with four activities. Children were

split into four groups for the first round, and then placed into new groups for the

second round, depending on their score during the first round. The teenagers initially

loved the competitive nature of the games, but as they became more invested in the

play, winning became less of a goal and we just played to have fun.

For the younger children we organised a jumping castle, group games and the

Cotlands team used the toys from their toy library to provide free play opportunities. 

Staff from the Home soon joined in the fun and said that they had forgotten the value

of play both for themselves and for the children. Subsequently they have organised in-

service training for the caregivers on the value of play.

We loved the day at Uzwelo Home and we are proud that our WPD celebrations have

led to a more continued focus on play for the children!
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TLASA's WPD Celebrations



A blended learning approach with online learning and mentor support contact sessions
The outcomes of the programme are to develop business skills for toy librarians to sustain
their toy libraries
The purpose is to create a network of toy libraries united around the vision to:

Finally, we have an accredited skills development programme for Toy Librarians.

The New Venture Creations (NVC) – Toy Library Skills Development Programme is accredited
with Services Seta (12624) with a total of 28 credits. This training is best suited for anyone
passionate about managing a quality toy library service and will equip you to setup, operate
and sustain a toy library as a business model.

Approach and mode of delivery
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Accredited online Toy Library training
Service provider: Cotlands Ignite

Promote play-based learning and give every child the opportunity to learn through play
To get families, schools and communities to play every day
Provide a variety of age-appropriate quality developmental play materials and safe
play areas for all children to thrive
To Reduce, Reuse, Recycle waste material into re-purposed toys
To have FUN
To have a toy library in every community

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Learners are able to work through the online

programme at their own pace.

Learners will be able to set up a toy library:

Implement the relevant administration, financial,

marketing and operational duties

Process, categorise and manage toy library stock

Implement play-based learning

Advocate and promote the importance of play-

based learning

Provide members of the toy library with

suggestions and assistance on the selection of toys

according to the age group, developmental needs

and interests

Operate, manage and sustain the toy library as an

efficient business model

1.

2.

There are currently 9 organisations with 32 learners

busy with the pilot of the NVC toy library skills

development programme

For more information contact:

admin@ignitepotential.co.za

SAQA ID 114592 (NQF Level 4, 8 Credits)

SAQA ID 115857 (NQF Level 5, 6 Credits)

SAQA ID 263534 (NQF Level 4, 4 Credits)

SAQA ID 114805 (NQF Level 4, 4 Credits)

SAQA ID 263434 (NQF Level 4, 6 Credits)

Toy Library Set-up and Administration training
Play-based learning with toys training

Mentorship training based on your learning style
Access to all material and help desk
Digital device and data
Community of learning 

Accredited unit standards

Produce business plans for a new venture

Explain Marketing for SMMEs

Implement an action plan for a new venture

Manage general administration 

Plan and manage production and operations for a
new venture 

Non-accredited practical training

Included:

Duration: 8 to 10 months part-time
Enrolment dates: April and October

BENEFITS CONTENT



LEARNERS ORGANISATIONS

Ronelle van Vollenhoven

Lindelwa Zakwe

Thulile Ngcobo

Phumelele Ndlovu

Prince Sibusiso Mhlanga

Shirley Nkuna 

Sonia Mboyiya

Kwanele Manzi

Sinqobile Khuboni

Thembelihle Mbhele

Department Arts, Culture, Sports and Recreation – North West

Letcee – KZN

Letcee – KZN

Letcee – KZN

Letcee – KZN

Ntataise Lowveld - Mpumalanga

Thembelitsha Foundation - Eastern Cape

Tree – KZN

Tree – KZN

Tree - KZN

The Jim Joel Fund sponsored 10 toy librarians to participate in
the pilot of the NVC Toy Library Skills Development Programme. 

Applications were opened to all TLASA members and the following
10 learners were selected:
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Jim Joel Fund Sponsorship

The learners are currently busy with their 2nd unit standard and are progressing well.



TLASA’s website was rebuilt during last year and the beginning of this financial year. The new
website went live in August 2020. The website hosting is sponsored by Xneelo, for the lifespan
of the website, and a nominal annual license fee is payable to own the domain name
(tlasa.org).  

Since activating Google for Nonprofits during the last financial year, we have had access to
numerous new software options. Google provides us with free email hosting, and gives us
access to the Google AdWords Grant of $10 000 monthly for online advertising. We also
received a donation from Microsoft to use the Office package for TLASA purposes, which was
accessed through our Google for Nonprofits account.

This year we have continued to build the new brand of TLASA and to assist in creating
professional designs, we have applied for a Non-profit account with Canva, a design software.
This was approved and we now use this for creating our regular posts on social media and the
website. We also used this for the design of our latest newsletters, which were published in
March and June 2021.

In order to keep members updated on the latest TLASA developments and to provide regular
information, we still use the TLASA Facebook page and Instagram profile. Due to a change in
Facebook’s algorithms it is becoming harder for Pages to reach new people unless your posts
are boosted (paid advertising). This is part of Facebook’s business model to increase their
income. Unfortunately, we have since seen a drop in our reach. The only way to work around
this, is if members share our posts and we reach more people in this way.

We want to encourage everyone to like our Facebook page, and to like and share our posts so
we can increase our engagement. Members who come across posts that they feel should be
shared please do send the information to us, or use the hashtag #tlasa when posting toy
library content so that we can find and reshare it easily.

During this year we have also had to change the way we perform our regular activities like
seminars, meetings and a conference. These were all done online due to the lockdown and
restrictions. The Marketing portfolio was instrumental in setting up and running these online
gatherings.
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Marketing

INDICATOR 1 JULY 2020

Followers

Likes

Average weekly engagements

Average weekly reach

151

405

48

1 732

30 JUNE 2021

211

541

59

1 526

PERFORMANCE

39% increase

33% increase

23% increase

11% decrease
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Historical overview

Established - “The South African Toy
and Leisure Libraries Association” –

SATLLA (ran by volunteers)

1993

Roma Lear (toy librarian and author
from London) presented “Making toys

for children with special needs”
workshops across the country

1997

1st National Conference. Name changed
to ALL-SA (Active learning libraries SA).
Registered as non-profit organisation

2001

In September ALL-SA participated in
World Summit on Sustainable

Development

2002

Received first funding from Jim Joel
Education and Training Fund. 

2nd National Toy Library Conference,
Stellenbosch. Established Toy Library

Training and Resource Centre in
Johannesburg

2003

10th International Toy Library
Conference hosted in SA – 275 delegates
from 26 countries attended. 3rd National

Toy Library Conference held
concurrently. ALL-SA registered as PBO

with SARS under Section 18A

2005

 4th National Toy Library Conference,
Randburg

2007

11th International Toy Library
conference in Paris. ALLSA staff member

delivered a presentation at the
Conference  (Jim Joel Fund)

2008

5th National Toy Library Conference,
Randburg

2010

6th National Toy Library Conference:
Low cost toys: how to use them, how to

make them. Cotlands becomes custodian
of the association

2012

ALL-SA name changed to Cotlasa.
Introduced quarterly toy library

seminars. Promoted World Play Day.

2013
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Cotlasa became TLASA: Toy Library
Association South Africa. Participated
in the first ever Play conference in SA
to promote the importance of play by
setting up a mobile toy library display
at the conference. Promoted “Play is
fun” as the theme for World Play Day
2015. Continued quarterly toy library

seminars. Monica Stach elected to the
board of ITLA 

2015 Promoted World Play Day, celebrating
“The right to play”. Hosted quarterly toy

library seminars in Gauteng,
Mpumalanga, WC, EC and KZN

2014

Celebrated World Play Day – “Play
through the ages”. Continued quarterly
toy library seminars. Participated in the

2nd Play Conference organised by
Cotlands, UNICEF, DBE and LEGO

Foundation

2016

A South African delegation attended the
14th International Toy Library

conference hosted by ITLA in Leiden,
Holland. Celebrated World Play Day with
the theme “Sustainable play”. Continued

quarterly toy library seminars .

2017

Formed an interim steering committee
to initiate and manage the process of
registering TLASA as an independent
NPO. Continued hosting quarterly toy

library seminars. Celebrated World Play
Day – “Free play”

2018

Hosted a series of think tanks in
collaboration with Gauteng DSD: ECD
directorate to produce a toy library

guideline for those operating toy
libraries and for officials registering toy

libraries. Awaiting approval of
guidelines. Promoted the role of TLASA

at the VVOS meeting and the ECD
Community of Practice meeting. Hosted

the 15th International Toy Library
Conference in SA from 9-13 July 2019.

Developed TLASA’s constitution. TLASA
registered as a non-profit organisation.
Opened a bank account with Standard
Bank. Launched a website: tlasa.org.

Redesigned a logo.

2019

Improved the website design and
functionality. Developed a strategic

plan. Celebrated World Play Day theme
“Be Safe. Play at Home”. Created a

membership directory and map.
Quarterly seminars moved online due to

Covid-19. National toy library
conference hosted as 3-day online event.

2020
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Where to find us

Follow us on social media
tlasa.official tlasa.official

Physical address

GPS coordinates

Website

Chairperson

Secretary

Membership

Marketing

Whatsapp

910 Bram Fischer Towers, 20 Albert Street, 

Marshalltown, Johannesburg, 2001

26° 12 ′ 32.7″ S, 28° 02 ′ 38.1″ E

www.tlasa.org

chair@tlasa.org

info@tlasa.org

members@tlasa.org

marketing@tlasa.org

083 612 0630

http://facebook.com/tlasa.official
http://instagram.com/tlasa.official
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